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Before We Put Our Hearts Away, 2020 

 110”x110”, acrylic on canvas 
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Human beings are not placed, they bring place into being - Jonathan Z. Smith 
 
Wylie Garcia investigates themes of identity and place through process and material-oriented 
projects. Using cross disciplinary mediums such as textiles, painting, drawing, sound, and 
performance, Garcia explores issues related to gender, devotion, and emotional spaces.  
 
Currently in the studio are three separate bodies of work: Flores/Blomma, Rather Handsome 
Than Beautiful, and Erasure/Poems: a collaboration. 
 
These works in progress reach deep into nostalgic iconography to hold space for processing 
personal histories. They are an extension of my practice which uses memory of events and 
people and places as a means for tapping into an emotional state of mind/being. As I paint or 
collaborate, I attempt to hold onto that memory and create a mark or gesture that corresponds to 
the feeling. These gestures overlap to create a roadmap of  how memory and emotion relate to 
experience and fix us in a place of fantasy or distortion or nostalgia or longing or grief or 
vulnerability and so on. These marks make up a visual language that strives to create a deeper 
meaning and connect with the layered intersections of identity and place.  For example, 
Flores/Blomma is about creating a placeholder for the intersection of cultural identity and is 
inspired by  Mexican and Swedish embroidered flowers found in traditional designs from both 
cultures.  These are a series of plywood cutouts that are made using a jigsaw to create  painted 
flower bouquets and arrangements. The surface is treated with paint markers using a color palette 
that intentionally overlaps color patterns and stereotypes associated with Mexican and Swedish 
craft and design. The back of each piece is painted fluorescent green; when mounted to the wall 
each arrangement glows as if emitting an energy field or aura.  
 
 
For over a decade, my work has responded to the question of belonging and how to find comfort 
existing in between places.  I explore vulnerability and I am interested in the embellishments 
used to fortify our veneer. I think about how details can obscure the softness of personal truth, as 
well as provide something to obsess over. I like how these characteristics can embed themselves 
to alter/enrich the greater story we construct to make an emotional landscape. While I tend to 
work on several projects at a time, and often explore similar themes using a variety of media, my 
practice always comes back to the same questions: What is it that brings this moment into being? 
Is it a feeling? An emotion? A person? A place? How may I hold on to it for a second longer 
before it moves on and becomes something else? 
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Wylie Garcia, ferrotype by Curran Broderick, 2017 

 
 
 
b. 1980, Houston, TX, USA 
 
Wylie Garcia (She/They) received a  BA from the University of Chicago and an MFA from the 
Massachusetts College of Art and Design. She is the recipient of numerous awards and grants 
including a Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant, a St. Botolph Foundation Award, a Sustainable 
Arts Foundation Artist Award, the Burlington City Arts Barbara Smail Award, and several 
Vermont Creation Grants. Her work has been shown in solo and group shows in museums and 
galleries across the U.S. and she has held residencies at the Vermont Studio Center, Fine Arts 
Work Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts and the Central Academy of Fine Arts in Beijing, 
among others.  Currently resides in Vermont.  
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Flores/Blomma (Ribbon Bouquet), 2021 

18”x26”, paint marker, acrylic on birch plywood  
 
 

 
Flores/Blomma (Exotic Tulip), 2021 

22”x25”, paint marker, acrylic on birch plywood  
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In the absence of darkness, we glow, layers of energy vibrating stardust, 2020  

8”x10”, acrylic on birch panel 
 

 
Propped up by a cascading feeling of underwhelm, 2021 

8”x10”, acrylic on birch panel 
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Entertain Me Out Of the Darkness, 2020 

54”x62”, acrylic on canvas 
 
 

 
Remember Magritte, Pillowcases Over Our Heads and Intersectional Intimacy For a Surreal 

Moment We Will Get Through Together, 2020 
8”x10” acrylic on birch panel 
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Sunset Apocalypse Two, 2020 
8”x10”, acrylic on birch panel  

 
 

 
Floating in a sea of green spinning slowly in a universe, 2020 

14”x18”, acrylic on birch panel 
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Ghosting (was it you or was it me), 2018 

54”x72”, acrylic on canvas 
 
 

 
Flowers = Trust Your Instincts(a mapping of faith), 2019 

54”x72” acrylic on canvas 
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Rolling Over (again for the thousandth time), 2017 

54”x72” acrylic on canvas 
 
 

 
Toast Can Never Be Bread Again, 2017 

36”x48”, acrylic on canvas 
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Her Body Bends Like a Tent on Fire, 2016 

22”x30”, ink and gouache on paper 
 

 
Your Hair Becomes Fringe, 2016 

22”x30”, ink and gouache on paper 
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An Order,, The Bathroom, 2015 

Installation at St. Joseph’s Orphanage 
 
 

 
An Order,, The Warm Room, 2015 

Installation at St. Joseph’s Orphanage 
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It’s Complicated, 2012 
30”x24”, mixed textiles 

 

 
The Last Dance, 2016 

48”x60”, mixed textiles 
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Cloaking Device, 2013 

66”x40”, wool and spandex 
 
 

 
Cupcake, 2011 

66”x24”, mixed textiles 
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Mothra, 2010 

66”x24”, mixed textiles 
 

 
Chameleon, 2009 

66”x24”, mixed textiles 
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